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With current unprecedented times looming over the economy, there is need to call out all the stakeholders to act pro-actively. With change in the daily activities, there has arisen a steadfast need for complete technological shift. This shift also includes change in how education and related academic activities must be administered. Online Learning has become the new normal and students and professionals around the Globe are becoming more and more accustomed to it. In order to Aid this beginning of era of online learning, Indian National Bar Association (INBA) is conducting its first ever International Moot Court Competition which shall take place online to also accelerate extra-curricular activities. I hereby extend my best wishes to all the Participants and special thanks to MNLU Mumbai for coming forward to support us in this initiative. I am sure this event will turn out to be one of its kind and therefore a stepping stone towards advanced education studies.

*Mr. Kaviraj Singh*
Times are changing rapidly and technology has become the foremost tool for the Human Civilization. It is upon us Humans to utilize it for the better of the society. Apart from impacting Manpower Resources, Technology is also impacting the education sector widely. Today, even during the times of Pandemic when the world is shut down, the one-to-one educating system has been quickly replaced by digital education with various platforms coming out with their innovative solutions to maximize learning process. On this note, Indian National Bar Association (INBA) is organising its first ever International Moot Court Competition which will usher in new times in the arena of Moot Court Competitions. We hereby invite talent from across the Globe to bring together with a rich culture diversity to this initiative. In addition, I would like to extend my special thanks to the MNLU Mumbai team for partnering with us.
The COVID – 19 has created the unprecedented time for the legal industry as well. The lawyers are pushed to appear and argue the cases via online mode. The intricacies of advocacy on virtual platform demands different skills. While, institutes imparting legal education are still finding ways to adapt to online pedagogy and assessment; ways are also need to be identified to train students in the art of virtual advocacy. The virtual moot court competition will give an opportunity to the students of the law to adapt and learn the intricacies of virtual advocacy. It will also ensure that students keep engaged in the co-curricular activities despite the existing constraints. We are happy to support this endeavour of INBA in conducting the 1st Virtual International Moot Court Court Competition under the able leadership of Mr. Kaviraj Singh.
The Indian National Bar Association (INBA) is incorporated as a Non-Profit, Non-Political, Non-Governmental Association endeavouring to act as premier body representing the interest of Indian Legal Community & to strive to provide several economic & social benefits that should accrue to them. The Organization aims to reform the Indian Legal Systems leading to effective & quick justice for everyone along with reformation of the Indian Governmental bureaucratic rules & regulations (red-tape) and the Legal Systems, leading to the nation’s economic and business growth. INBA has global reach and membership.

It is constituted by Leading Advocates, Attorneys, Eminent Judges, Multinational Corporate & Businesses, Law Firms, Legal Fraternity and Professionals, Senior Government Officials, Law Students and Professors, NGOs, Litigants, Law Publishers and Vendors, Groups, Associations, and Individuals who are interested to promoting the goals and objectives of the Association. INBA achieves its goals by providing opportunities for legal education, seminars,
camaraderie & networking, Pro-bono Work, Public Interest Litigations and the opportunity to make a positive contribution to the Indian legal & justice systems. INBA enjoys a strong and productive relationship with the Indian Government and Judiciary.
Maharashtra National Law University, Mumbai (MNLU Mumbai) was established under the Maharashtra National Law University Act 2014 on 20th March 2014 is one of the premier National Law Universities in India. The Act envisaged establishing National Law University in Maharashtra to impart advanced legal education and promote society-oriented research in legal studies for the advancement of the social life of the people in the country. The prime goal of the University is to disseminate advanced legal knowledge and processes of law amongst the students and impart in them the skills of advocacy, legal services, law reforms and make them aware and capable to utilize these instruments for social transformation and development.

Within the span of four years, the University has been able to traverse an arduous yet, promising path filled with lots of possibilities for the future. The advent of globalization and global connectivity is redefining the frontiers of education. Cognizant of this changing paradigm of learning MNLU Mumbai has signed MoUs with some leading Universities of Europe for a more sustained and engaged exchange of ideas related to law and society in modern times.
MNLU Mumbai believes in the values enshrined in the Indian Constitution viz. Justice, Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, Secularism, Humanism, etc. and makes all-out efforts to inculcate them amongst its students, staff, and others to make this institution as not the only centre of legal knowledge but also an inclusive centre of humanity.
The Indian National Bar Association, since its inception, has been keeping the interests of the entire legal fraternity at the forefront. INBA, in its endeavour to initiate discourse on topics which concern all and in order to build a strong network of professionals in the industry, has been organizing events. Continuing its saga of bringing together various legal systems of the world together by hosting such events, INBA is organizing its 1st International Moot Court Competition on Online Platform. The primary objective of the competition is to engage budding lawyers in an intricate proposition on international law which will not only introduce them to newer areas of law but also open up new avenues for them on online platform so as to ensure that students can utilise their time judiciously even in times of a pandemic. Additionally, the competition is aimed at ensuring that the curve of legal research does not flatten even during tumultuous times as these when the entire world is grappled with the novice Corona Virus.

The competition is scheduled to be held from 27th-29th August, 2021 on a Virtual Platform. The moot will be judged by the revered scholars of Public International Law who have expertise in the legal issues stated in the Moot Problem.

The Moot Proposition has been drafted by Mr. Chirag Balyan, Mr. Shiv Kumar and Mr. Sriram Prasad.
LAW BUSINESS RESEARCH

Law Business Research is a leading provider of business information, legal analysis tools and networking for the global legal markets.

They power the legal profession with unique insight, essential legal analysis tools and valued connections. They inform and connect a highly engaged community of professionals worldwide. They produce high quality information for global audiences, providing timely and actionable insight which our clients trust to inform their decision making.

LATESTLAWS. COM

With more than 50 years and three generation of experience in the field, Latestlaws.com decided to take a plunge in Legal Journalism in a non-Commercial venture.

They decided to tap the power of Internet by creating this web platform so that the Law is uncomplicated and simplified through a conceptually interesting and visually stunning presentation. They sincerely believe that Laws regulate and touch life of each one of us in many wonderful ways. Their passionate Mission is to present it to you the way you want while maintaining its purity and purpose.
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